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[0:23] Justin Brown Press Conference: 
Okay, everyone ready? Um, so let me...obviously we, we are thrilled and um, I’m              
gonna be honest, I have not read the full opinion, it’s about 130 pages total, and                
I’ve only skimmed it so, um, ya know, I can’t go into too much detail about it. Um,                  
but the, the short of it is that we won on the alibi issue, um, and the other issue,                   
the cell tower issue was reversed. So, at the circuit court, we had won the cell                
tower issue and lost the alibi issue, but it was essentially a flip-flop. Um, the               
Court of Special Appeals reversed the circuit court on both issues.  

 
[1:18] Rabia Chaudry: That was attorney Justin Brown during a press conference on             
the afternoon of Thursday, March 29th, when the Court of Special Appeals of Maryland              
issued its opinion in the Adnan Syed case. Approximately nine and a half months after               
oral arguments and 21 months after Judge Welch issued his opinion granting Adnan a              
new trial, the Court of Special Appeals, or COSA, issued a 138 page 2-1 split decision.                
COSA affirmed Judge Welch’s opinion that Adnan is entitled to a new trial, but it               
reversed his reasoning. Specifically, Chief Judge Woodward and Judge Wright          
concluded that Adnan received ineffective assistance of counsel based on trial counsel            
Cristina Gutierrez’s failure to contact alibi witness Asia McClain, but that Adnan had             
waived the issue of whether Gutierrez was ineffective based on her failure to use the               
AT&T disclaimer about incoming phone calls to challenge the Leakin Park pings. It was              
a long opinion: 105 pages for the majority opinion, and 23 pages for the dissent by                
Judge Graeff. 
 
In this episode, we’re going to break down each part of the majority opinion and               
dissenting opinion, and let you know what it means for Adnan going forward. 
 
Rabia Chaudry: Hi and welcome to Undisclosed, this is a special bonus episode for the               
update in the Adnan Syed case. My name is Rabia Chaudry, I’m an attorney and author                
of Adnan’s Story. And I’m here with my colleagues, Susan Simpson and Colin Miller. 
 
Colin Miller: Hi, this is Colin Miller. I’m an Associate Dean and Professor at the               
University of South Carolina School of Law, and I blog at EvidenceProfBlog. 
 

 



Susan Simpson: Hi, I’m Susan Simpson. I’m an attorney in Washington, D.C. and I              
blog at TheViewFromLL2.com. 
 
[2:41] Colin Miller: In its opinion, there were three issues that the court was              
addressing. First, whether Cristina Gutierrez was ineffective based upon the failure to            
use an AT&T disclaimer to cross examine the State’s cell tower expert. Second,             
whether Gutierrez was ineffective based upon failure to contact a prospective alibi            
witness, Asia McClain. And third, whether Gutierrez was ineffective based upon failure            
seek a plea deal, despite Adnan requesting her to do so. 
 
We’re gonna go ahead and start with the cell tower claim. Now as you might recall, this                 
is a claim where Susan had uncovered an AT&T disclaimer that came with the cell               
tower records that said incoming calls are not reliable for determining location status.             
And Judge Welch, in his opinion, had found that Adnan had not waived this issue, and                
that it was meritorious; that if Gutierrez had used this disclaimer at trial, it could very                
well have led to a different outcome. 
 
Now, as you might recall, Judge Welch found that Adnan had not waived, or forfeited,               
the cell tower claim based upon a Court of Appeals of Maryland case named Curtis v.                
State. In Curtis, the Court distinguished between what are known as non-fundamental            
rights and fundamental rights, such as the right to the effective assistance of counsel.              
According to the Court in Curtis, fundamental rights must be knowingly and intelligently             
waived. Applying this logic, Judge Welch found that Adnan had not knowingly and             
intelligently waived the cell tower claim because it was complex and technical as an              
issue, and Adnan hadn’t even graduated from high school when he was prosecuted.             
Moreover, there was no indication that any of his attorneys had advised him on the               
issue until his most recent appeal. 
 
Now, in its opinion last week, the Court of Special Appeals noted that this was a                
question of first impression, meaning that Maryland courts had never ruled on this             
precise issue before. Therefore, they were breaking new ground when they found that             
Judge Welch’s interpretation of Curtis was too broad. They reached this conclusion for             
two reasons: 
 
[4:27] Susan Simpson: First, they held that the defense had cited no cases that              
applied the “knowing and intelligent” waiver standard to a case like Adnan’s. So, let’s              
break that down a bit. The State acknowledged that the “knowing and intelligent” waiver              
standard applies to new issues involving fundamental rights. So, imagine that Adnan’s            
first PCR petition had alleged several Brady violations based on the State’s failure to              

 



disclose various pieces of exculpatory evidence and did not raise any claims of             
ineffective assistance of counsel. According to the Court of Special Appeals, because            
this first petition did not raise the issue of ineffective assistance of counsel, Adnan              
would later be able to bring a claim of ineffective assistance of counsel because he had                
not raised it before. 
 
But, in Adnan’s case, his first PCR petition did raise the issue of ineffective assistance               
of counsel based on a few reasons, such as the failure to contact Asia McClain, the alibi                 
witness, but not based on failure to use the AT&T disclaimer. It was not until the case                 
was remanded, in 2015, that Adnan added his ineffective assistance claim based on             
failure to use that disclaimer. 
 
So, as noted, there were no cases on point here saying that the “knowing and               
intelligent” waiver standard applies to that type of case. There were also no cases              
reaching the opposite conclusion, but the Court of Special Appeals found that there             
were two cases that bore upon the issue. 
 
The first was Wyche v. State, in which the Court of Special Appeals held that the                
“knowing and intelligent” waiver standard applied to a defendant’s claim that he had the              
right to be present during jury instructions. Obviously, this case seems helpful, initially,             
to Adnan, and the Wyche opinion plainly states that “[f]undamental rights as we have              
said, may be waived only where the petitioner intelligently and knowingly effects the             
waiver.” 
 
But the Court of Special Appeals in Adnan’s case cited the accompanying footnote in              
which, which states: 
 

If an allegation concerning a fundamental right has been made and considered at             
a prior proceeding, a petitioner may not again raise that same allegation in a              
subsequent post conviction petition by assigning new reasons as to why the right             
has been violated, unless the court finds that those new reasons could not have              
been presented in the prior proceeding. 
 

[6:32] Susan Simpson: Now, the Court was quick to note that this is what’s known as                
dicta, which is a part of a judicial opinion that has no effect on the outcome of the case                   
and therefore has no precedential value. The Court nonetheless found that this was             
exactly what Adnan was trying to do: raise the same allegation of ineffective assistance              
of counsel by assigning a new reason: that is, the failure to use the AT&T disclaimer on                 
the fax cover sheet.  

 



 
The second case cited by the Court of Special Appeals last week is a case we’ve                
mentioned on this podcast before: Arrington v. State. This was the case in which a man                
convicted of murder sought to reopen his PCR proceeding based on DNA testing, and              
sought to add previously waived claims in that reopened proceeding. The Court of             
Appeals of Maryland turned aside this attempt, finding that the DNA statute only allows              
DNA claims and is not a vehicle to allow for the presentation of previously waived               
claims. Of course, Adnan’s case does not involving Maryland’s DNA statute, but, again,             
the judges found the logic of Arrington could be extended to Adnan’s case. 
 
 
[7:26] Rabia Chaudry: So, based on Wyche and Arrington, the Court of Special             
Appeals found that the “knowing and intelligent” waiver standard did not apply to             
Adnan’s cell tower claim and that he therefore waived it by failing to raise it in his first                  
PCR proceeding. But, was this the correct result? 
 
The first question would seem to be: What goal were the judges trying to achieve by                
reaching this conclusion? So, let’s do a thought experiment: Imagine two defendants:            
Doug and Dana, both convicted of murder in late 2015 based, in large part, on hairs at a                  
crime scene that were found to match their hair. On appeal, Doug’s attorney brings a               
variety of claims, alleging Brady violations, improper jury instructions, and jury           
misconduct, but he does not allege ineffective assistance of counsel. Now Dana’s            
attorney, meanwhile, also claims Brady violations and improper jury instructions, but           
instead of a claim of jury misconduct, makes a claim of ineffective assistance of counsel               
based on failure to contact an alibi witness. 
 
These appeals are denied, and both Doug and Dana seek to bring new claims of               
ineffective assistance of counsel based on the failure to use a 2015 report that FBI               
examiners gave flawed testimony in 257 out of 268 trials in which hair evidence was               
used against criminal defendants. Now, under the test set forth by the Court of Special               
Appeals, Doug would get another bite at the apple because he didn’t previously raise a               
claim of ineffective assistance, while Dana would be out of luck because she did              
previously claim ineffective assistance, but for a different reason. That said, we struggle             
to come up with a reason to treat Doug and Dana differently. 
 
And that takes us to our second question, which is whether the Court interpreted Wyche               
correctly. It’s well established under what’s known as the law of the case doctrine that a                
defendant cannot seek to relitigate previously resolved issues. So, imagine that in his             
first PCR petition, Adnan had claimed that Gutierrez was ineffective based on failure to              

 



use the AT&T disclaimer to have the cell tower pings deemed inadmissible at trial. If the                
court had rejected that claim, he could not have turned around and brought the new               
argument that Gutierrez was ineffective by not cross-examining the State’s cell tower            
expert with the disclaimer. This would because he already raised the issue of ineffective              
assistance of counsel in connection with the AT&T disclaimer, and would merely be             
assigning a new reason why Gutierrez was ineffective. 
 
This is the type “same issue, new reason” case that we think the Wyche court had in                 
mind. And this would seem to be fundamentally different from a case in which Adnan               
claims ineffective assistance based on failure to contact an alibi witness and then seeks              
to claim ineffective assistance based on the AT&T disclaimer. These seem to be two              
separate issues and not merely two separate reasons why trial counsel was ineffective. 
 
[10:08] Susan Simpson: And Adnan’s case is a perfect example of the theoretical and              
practical problems created by approaching the waiver issue in the way COSA has here.              
With the fax cover sheet, there’s always been a tension of sorts regarding the nature of                
the claim. It’s either Brady or it’s ineffective assistance of counsel, or it’s both. But               
credible arguments can advance for either way. And that’s because in reality, from the              
facts we have, it appears that both Brady and IAC are supported. Remember, the fax               
cover sheet was never fully disclosed to the defense, not in a way that makes its                
importance understandable. One fax cover sheet, one disclaimer from AT&A, was           
turned over to Gutierrez -- but it was the one sent by AT&T to the Baltimore Police                 
Department for Yaser Ali’s phone records. Gutierrez didn’t have the fax cover sheets             
that accompanied Adnan’s phone records, so she didn’t have the disclaimer -- the one              
that said incoming calls are not valid for location data. So, yes she had a disclaimer, but                 
no clear, obvious way of knowing that that disclaimer also came with Adnan’s phone              
records. That’s why I’ve always seen this matter as a Brady issue, primarily, because              
even for an effective counsel, it would be impossible to use just this one document and                
being able to piece together the long chain of events and fill in all the many                
documentary gaps of stuff the police didn’t hand over, to finally realize that Exhibit 31,               
the trial exhibit that had the cell phone data, was data that had ALSO been               
accompanied by a disclaimer. 

 
On the other hand, Gutierrez’s total failure to independently investigate the cellphone            
evidence compounded the problem, and either way, the fax cover sheet must be one or               
the other, Brady or ineffective assistance, or both. It was material, it would have made a                
difference, and the defense never used it. It is the same issue, in many respects, it is                 
the the same fundamental constitutional flaw in Adnan’s trial, and yet because on             
appeal this issue has been placed in the IAC bucket, the Court of Special Appeals holds                

 



that Adnan has waived his right to ever bring it again. On the other hand, the same                 
issue, the same fundamental flaw brought under the banner of Brady, would under the              
court’s reasoning here, still be permissible. 
 
[12:07] Colin Miller: Two final points on the waiver: First, the Court of Special Appeals               
noted that it could excuse waiver but found the defense had not raised the issue and                
therefore decided not to address it. Now, the important thing to note here is the Court of                 
Appeals of Maryland can also excuse waiver, so if they decide to take the case, this                
could still be a winning argument on appeal. 
 
Second, the Court of Special Appeals did not disturb Judge Welch’s substantive            
conclusion that Adnan had a winning case of ineffective assistance of trial counsel on              
the cell tower issue. This is important because, as Justin himself acknowledged during             
oral arguments, Adnan has the ability to claim ineffective assistance of post-conviction            
counsel. And while we all hope it doesn’t get to that point, if the Court of Appeals                 
reverses on the alibi issue and also doesn’t disturb the substance of Judge Welch’s              
opinion, then Adnan could pretty easily win on a claim of ineffective assistance of              
post-conviction counsel. That claim would be pretty straightforward: If the cell tower            
claim were brought in the first PCR petition, it would have led to a new trial.  
 
[14:45] Rabia Chaudry: Now, you might have forgotten there was another issue before             
the Court of Special Appeals and it was an issue that went wholly unaddressed at the                
oral arguments, but it was actually the argument that got the Court to take Adnan’s               
appeal in the first place. This issue was whether Adnan received ineffective assistance             
of counsel based on Cristina Gutierrez’s failure to ask the prosecution about a plea              
bargain, despite Adnan asking her to seek a plea bargain for him. 
 
All three judges were able to dispense with this argument pretty quickly, concluding that              
Prosecutor Kevin Urick testified at the first PCR proceeding: 
 

“...that, if Syed’s trial counsel had asked for a plea, Urick would have begun a               
process of speaking with Hae’s family and his superiors to ascertain whether he             
could offer a plea. Urick, however, was never asked whether, after completing            
such process, he would have made Syed a plea offer. Thus the post-conviction             
court was not clearly erroneous when it found that ‘there is nothing in the record               
indicating that the State was prepared to make a plea offer had trial counsel              
pursued such negotiations.’”  

 

 



And, if there’s nothing to indicate the State would have made a plea offer, Adnan               
couldn’t establish that Gutierrez was ineffective for failing to seek one. 
 
[15:56] Colin Miller: That leaves the last and main question for consideration before             
COSA: did Judge Welch, in his opinion, err by holding that Adnan’s right to effective               
assistance of counsel was not violated based upon Cristina Gutierrez’s failure to contact             
prospective alibi witness, Asia McClain? 
 
[16:15] Rabia Chaudry: But first, some background to refresh your memory. The Asia             
issue has been with us for many years, actually since 2000 when I got the affidavit from                 
her saying that she saw Adnan in the library from 2:20-2:40 P.M. In all the time leading                 
up to the first Post Conviction Relief hearing and appeal, we were honestly banking on               
her - that the fact that Gutierrez, Adnan’s trial counsel, had failed to contact an alibi                
witness would meet the Strickland test for ineffective assistance of counsel and give             
Adnan a new trial. That first PCR was also in front of Judge Welch, but recall that Asia                  
never testified at that hearing because she had been deterred from doing so by Kevin               
Urick, the prosecutor at trial. When our defense team contacted Asia, she was a bit               
concerned because she had no idea what happened at trial and now, after all these               
years, it seemed to her that a convicted killer had located her and was asking for her                 
help. So she reached out to Urick, who dissuaded her from testifying. And we were               
asked not to contact her again. Now, I remember feeling pretty devastated and             
discussing with Justin how we should proceed, and he said that we would go forward               
with just Asia’s affidavit, and her letters, and my testimony, because it was not a good                
idea to subpoena a hostile witness.  
 
[17:28] Rabia Chaudry: So, while Asia didn’t testify, Urick did. He got on the stand and                
told Judge Welch that he had spoken to Asia, and she told him she had been coerced                 
into writing the affidavit she gave to me, and that she gave it under duress, trying to get                  
us off her back. That wasn’t the truth, but it certainly was probably enough to convince                
Judge Welch to deny relief. That, of course, is not the reason stated in his opinion, but                 
certainly the testimony of an officer of the law, a prosecutor at that, has a lot of weight.  
 
So, Judge Welch denied the first PCR in January 2014, stating that Gutierrez was not               
deficient for failing to investigate Asia McClain for two reasons. First, “the letters sent              
from McClain to [Syed] [did] not clearly show McClain’s potential to provide a reliable              
alibi for [Syed].” The court explained that the letters did not state an exact time the                
encounter at the library took place and thus “trial counsel could have reasonably             
concluded that McClain was offering to lie in order to help [Syed] avoid conviction.”              
Second, McClain’s story conflicted with Syed’s version of events and thus “pursuing            

 



McClain as a potential alibi witness would not have been helpful to [Syed’s] defense and               
may have, in fact, harmed the defense’s ultimate theory of the case.” Welch concluded              
that Gutierrez’s failure to investigate McClain as an alibi witness was the result of sound               
and reasonable trial strategy, and thus was not deficient performance. 
 
The PCR denial was appealed to COSA in early 2014 and luckily, Serial dropped later               
that year. Once Asia heard Serial, she came forward with a new affidavit to affirm her                
old one and say that she never told Urick what he testified to. The appeal was still                 
pending with COSA at the time, and so Justin supplemented the existing application             
with this new affidavit, asking the Court of Special Appeals to remand the case back to                
Judge Welch for additional fact-finding on this issue. And COSA did. 
 
Adnan’s team was finally able to present Asia in front of Judge Welch in February of                
2016 so that she could testify to her recollection of being with Adnan after school on                
January 13, 1999, the letters she had written to him after his arrest, and why she didn’t                 
appear at the first PCR hearing.  
 
[19:27] Colin Miller: In his opinion on the IAC issue when it came to Asia, Judge Welch                 
found Asia McClain to be credible, and actually found that trial counsel’s “failure to              
investigate McClain as a potential alibi witness fell below the standard of reasonable             
professional judgment.” Welch even rejected the argument the State made, that           
Gutierrez had made a strategic decision not to contact Asia, using pretty strong             
language: The Opinion stated that adopting the State’s argument “would require the            
[post-conviction court] to retroactively supply key assumptions and speculations;”         
therefore, “the [c]ourt reject[ed] the State’s invitation to indulge in such hindsight            
sophistry, given that it is contrary to the legal framework set forth under Strickland.” 
 
Now this all sounds like good news but we didn’t win on the Asia issue despite the fact                  
that Welch found Gutierrez to have rendered deficient performance in failing to contact             
Asia. To prove ineffective assistance on the Asia/alibi claim, Adnan needed to prove             
that (1) trial counsel unreasonably failed to contact Asia McClain; and (2) that this error               
was prejudicial, in other words, that the failure undermines our confidence in the jury's              
verdict. Judge Welch found for Adnan on prong one and the State on prong two. He                
simply didn’t believe that Gutierrez’s failure to bring Asia to testify prejudiced Adnan             
because he felt the “crux” of the State’s case was not related to what happened               
immediately after school; instead, according to Judge Welch, it was evidence that            
Adnan buried Hae in Leakin Park around 7pm - in other words, the Leakin Park cell                
tower pings.  
 

 



According to Welch: 
 

 
 
[21:21] Colin Miller: Because the Defense lost on the Asia Ineffective Assistance of             
Counsel issue, when the State appealed Welch’s decision granting Adnan a new trial on              
the cell tower issue, Justin filed a cross-appeal on the alibi issue. The question the               
Court of Special Appeals had to address here was whether Judge Welch had erred in               
finding no Ineffective Assistance in Gutierrez’s failure to contact Asia. Now, to do so,              
they had to re-consider whether this failure met both of the prongs of Strickland: First,               
whether Gutierrez was deficient in her performance, and second, whether that           
deficiency was prejudicial. 
 
[21:50] Susan Simpson: Now, Colin had predicted in a blog post on April 29, 2017,               
that COSA would likely not touch any of Welch’s findings of fact, but there was a much                 
better chance they would reverse Judge Welch’s legal conclusions. And the IAC            
question vis-a-vis Asia is exactly that - a legal question COSA reviewed de novo -               
meaning with a clean slate. COSA is not bound to any of the lower court’s legal findings,                 
whereas, for Judge Welch’s factual findings, they could only reverse any factual findings             
if they are clearly erroneous, which is a high standard to meet. And that brings us to the                  
second prong of Strickland: Deficient Performance. 
 
[22:28] Colin Miller: Now, the Court of Special Appeals was able to affirm Judge              
Welch’s ruling on Deficient Performance, in effect, by citing the same cases as cited by               
Judge Welch. These include the Court of Appeals in Maryland Opinion in Erie Paris W.,               
The fourth Circuit Opinion in Griffin V. Warden, and a few Federal casas, including              
Grooms V. Solem, and Montgomery V. Peterson. And what the court in effect said is,               

 



there’s rarely, if ever, a circumstance in which trial counsel can fail to contact an alibi                
witness raised to her by a defendant, and based upon that, the court was able to find                 
that Gutierrez’ failure to contact Asia McClain was deficient performance.  
 
[23:03] Susan Simpson: And, as COSA found, as Judge Welch found, that Adnan had              
satisfied the first prong of Strickland, which was deficient performance, the court then             
turned to the second prong, which is prejudice, where Judge Welch had found Adnan              
had not met the standard.  
 
[23:13] Colin Miller: According to the Court of Special Appeals, to satisfy this prong,              
“the defendant must show that there is a reasonable probability that but for counsel’s              
unprofessional errors, the result of the proceeding would have been different. A            
reasonable probability is a probability sufficient to undermine confidence in the           
outcome.” The court went on to note, however, that they don’t focus solely on an               
outcome determination, but also consider whether the result of the proceeding was            
fundamentally unfair or unreliable. The defense had argued that trial counsel’s failure to             
contact Asia McClain was prejudicial because Asia McClain was a disinterested witness            
whose testimony would have provided Adnan with an alibi for the entire period when,              
according to the State, the murder took place. According to the defense, at the very               
least, there is a reasonable probability that a credible alibi witness’ testimony would             
have created reasonable doubt as to Adnan’s involvement in the crime, which is enough              
to demonstrate Strickland prejudice.the State, however, responded that Judge Welch’s          
focus on the time of the burial of Hae’s body was correct because “the time of death                 
was hardly a key fact of the State’s case.” The State also argued that Adnan couldn’t                
meet his burden of establishing prejudice because the State had presented           
“overwhelming evidence of Adnan’s guilt.”  
 
[24:24] Rabia Chaudry: COSA notes that during the second hearing, the State for the              
first time, suggested a new timeline that would have allowed Syed to commit the murder               
after 2:45 pm, and then call Wilds at 3:15 pm, instead of 2:36 pm, which was the “come                  
and get me” call, and that would have negated the relevance of the potential alibi. Judge                
Welch also noticed this, and well, he gave this new timeline a thorough smackdown.              
Because he noted that if Adnan had called Jay at 3:15 to come and get him, the very                  
next call that was placed, according to cell records, was to Jennifer Pusateri, 6 minutes               
later, and Jay testified that he did that to get weed from Jen. So what Judge Welch                 
noted, was that Jay would have needed to drive to the Best Buy parking lot, see the                 
body, and then go with Adnan to dump the car at the Park-n-Ride before making that                
call to Jen. And all of that, just the driving alone, would have taken 14 minutes. But that                  
call only happened 6 minutes later. So, squeezing 14 minutes of activity into 6 minutes,               

 



well, he found that that was impossible. The 3:15 call could not have been the “come                
and get me” call, and Welch found that “The State committed to the 2:36 pm timeline                
and thus, the [c]ourt will not accept the newly established timeline.” 
 
COSA agreed with Judge Welch there, but rejected his finding that because the crux of               
the State’s case was the burial of Hae’s body around 7pm, Because what they said,               
was that proving a burial time wasn’t necessary for a first degree murder conviction;              
proving a murder was necessary. The opinion reads “In order to convict the Defendant              
of first degree murder, the State must prove that the conduct of the Defendant caused               
the death of the victim, Ms. [Hae] Lee, and that the killing was willful, deliberate, and                
premeditated. The burial of Hae was not an element that the State needed to prove in                
order to convict Syed. Instead, the State had to establish that Syed ‘caused the death’               
of Hae, and the State’s theory of when, where, and how Syed caused Hae’s death was                
critical to proving this element of the crime.” 
 
Now, in order to determine prejudice, COSA also had to look at the totality of the                
evidence and how Asia’s testimony would have weighed against it. The court said that              
the State presented a strong circumstantial case, but it had its flaws.  
 
The court then goes on to make what I thought are some of the most remarkable                
statements in the entire opinion, almost sounding as if they themselves are making a              
claim of actual innocence for Adnan. Here’s what the opinion said:  
 

“With little forensic evidence, the case was largely dependent on witness           
testimony of events before and after Hae’s death. Testimony of these witnesses            
often conflicted with the State’s corroborating evidence, i.e., the cell phone           
records and the cell tower location testimony by its expert, Waranowitz. The            
State’s key witness, Wilds, also was problematic; something the State readily           
admitted during its opening statement. Wilds had given three different statements           
to police about the events surrounding Hae’s death. The State’s case was            
weakest when it came to the time it theorized that Syed killed Hae. As the               
post-conviction court highlighted in its opinion, Wilds’s own testimony conflicted          
with the State’s timeline of the murder. Moreover, there was no video            
surveillance outside the Best Buy parking lot placing Hae and Syed together at             
the Best Buy parking lot during the afternoon of the murder; no eyewitness             
testimony placing Syed and Hae together leaving school or at the Best Buy             
parking lot; no eyewitness testimony, video surveillance, or confession of the           
actual murder; no forensic evidence linking Syed to the act of strangling Hae or              
putting Hae’s body in the trunk of her car; and no records from the Best Buy                

 



payphone documenting a phone call to Syed’s cell phone. In short, at trial the              
State adduced no direct evidence of the exact time that Hae was killed, the              
location where she was killed, the acts of the killer immediately before and after              
Hae was strangled, and of course, the identity of the person who killed Hae.” 

 
Now, COSA also did some jujitsu with the State’s argument that Asia’s testimony wasn’t              
that important because they could have moved the timeline - the court used this              
argument directly against the State, noting the only reason they would have to move the               
timeline is precisely because Asia’s testimony is so important. The opinion said, “The             
State’s attempt to change the time of the murder further solidifies our own conclusion              
that ‘the jury was deprived of the [opportunity] to hear testimony that could have              
supplied ‘reasonable doubt’ in at least one juror’s mind leading to a different outcome: a               
hung jury.” 
 
[28:55] Rabia Chaudry: Therefore, COSA held that in considering the totality of the             
evidence at Syed’s trial with the potential impact of McClain’s alibi testimony, there is a               
reasonable probability that, but for trial counsel’s deficient performance, the result of            
Syed’s trial would have been different.  
 
And so, Adnan satisfied the prejudice prong of Strickland as well, and COSA found his               
claim of IAC had been established. The opinion ends with the words we’ve been              
wanting to hear for 19 years: “Accordingly, Syed’s murder conviction must be vacated,             
and because Syed’s convictions for kidnapping, robbery, and false imprisonment are           
predicated on his commission of Hae’s murder, these convictions must be vacated as             
well. The instant case will be remanded for a new trial on all charges against Syed.” But,                 
as we mentioned earlier, this was a 2-1 split decision. There was also a dissent.  
 
[31:18] Susan Simpson: And that brings us to the dissent in the case, from Justice               
Graeff. Now, in COSA opinions, dissents are pretty rare, and as Steve Klepper pointed              
out on his Twitter account over at @MDAppeal, only 1% of all CoSA decisions feature a                
dissent, resulting in the alternate moniker of Court of Substantial Agreement. Now the             
dissent found that there was no IAC here, that Gutierrez was not ineffective for failing to                
contact Asia, and forcefully argues that Adnan should not get a new trial. Although the               
majority of the other 2 justices is the controlling opinion, Justice Graeff’s dissent does              
possibly make it more likely that the Court of Appeals would accept a petition to appeal                
this issue.  
 

So what did you guys think of Justice Graeff’s opinion when you saw it?  
 

 



[32:02] Rabia Chaudry:  
I was shocked because, first of all, I had heard that very few opinions have a                
dissenting opinion. When I saw that there was a dissenting opinion, I thought             
maybe the dissenting opinion was on one of the other issues that they had              
denied, the cell tower issue and the plea, and so when I read it, I was- I don’t                  
understand it. This judge does not rely on the kind of case law that you would                
expect, it’s from all over the place, and I don’t know, I’ll be honest, I felt like she                  
had reached a conclusion and she was really looking for sources to back her up.  

 
[32:32] Colin Miller:  
And my first take before digging into the cases that she cited was, it seemed to                
me that she was shutting the door on any defendant who has a deceased              
attorney because in effect she is saying, look, the attorney didn’t testify to say              
why she didn’t contact the alibi witness, and there could be potential strategic             
reasons not to contact the witness. One of those that she gives is to say, well, if                 
you already know the substance of what the alibi witness is going to say, you               
don’t need to contact them, and another she says is well, if it’s not clear from the                 
information that you have that this person could be an alibi witness, that might be               
a reason not to contact them. So it struck me initially to say that this is sort of a                   
Catch 22, if you have a deceased attorney, there’s always going to be a reason               
why your deceased attorney, at trial, might not have contacted an alibi witness,             
and my struggle in reading the opinion and thinking about it afterwards, is, is              
there ever a decision, according to Judge Graeff, where a defendant can have a              
deceased attorney and prove IAC?  

 
[33:36] Susan Simpson:  
Yeah. It did strike me as a case of outcome motivated legal reasoning. Um, her               
belief in Adnan’s guilt shines through in the opinion. Maybe I’m reading too much              
into it, maybe I’m projecting there, but to me, it seems pretty clear that she is                
factually convinced of Adnan’s guilt, and that she was trying to find a way that he                
would not get a new trial. And, let’s be real we- Adnan- we believe he’s innocent,                
and the case shows that, but this is not a weighing of guilt or innocence on                
appeal. This is a weighing of whether or not Adnan got a fair trial. So his guilt, his                  
factual guilt, is actually irrelevant to what is being decided here. But, obviously             
the facts before the trial court that this court is revealing, well, that shows why               
ineffectiveness happened, and why if an effective attorney would have been           
handling the appeal, Adnan likely would have had a different result. It also just              
struck me, that Justice Graeff’s opinion, if adopted, would mean that this whole             
re-opening of the PCR was a waste of time and pointless, because the whole              

 



point of the PCR was to allow Asia to testify so we could see what she was like                  
as a witness. The first round, the first PCR, when it was just on her affidavits was                 
denied, and properly so, because we didn’t really know what she would say. And              
the whole point of having the Court of Appeals re-open it was so that we could                
get the facts in the record to find out how she would have been had she                
appeared. And she was great. We know that. Factually, she was a very effective              
witness. But, if Graeff’s reasoning is adopted, that doesn’t matter. It doesn’t            
matter what Asia said, or how Asia was, there’d be no different result, meaning              
that the whole hearing, the whole point of it was a farce, really, because no               
matter what went down, Justice Graeff’s opinion remained the same.  

 
[35:05] Rabia Chaudry:  
And she cites cases in which she says that several courts have held that the               
failure to investigate did not constitute IAC, but when you look closely at those              
cases, none of them are on point for what happened here.  

 
[35:17] Susan Simpson: So, on the alibi issue, Justice Graeff begins by noting that              
“Several courts have held that a failure to investigate a potential alibi did not constitute               
ineffective assistance of counsel when counsel’s decision to forgo investigation was           
reasonably based in trial strategy.” She then cites four such opinions from around the              
U.S., and the first one is Broadnax. Although, as lter on in the opinion reveals, Broadnax                
doesn’t actually support the point that she starts off by saying it does.  
  
[35:39] Colin Miller: Now in Broadnax v. State, out of Alabama [130 So.3d 1232, 1236               
(Ala. Crim. App. 2013)], the defendant was convicted of murdering his wife and her              
grandson. The State’s evidence indicated that Broadnax, who had prior convictions for            
murder, resided at a work release center and worked at Welborn Forest Products, both              
in Alexander City, Alabama. 

  
From this, one might conclude that Broadnax was a case of failure to investigate a               
potential alibi. At about 6:00 pm on the day of the murder, Broadnax’s wife and his                
wife;s grandson stopped by Welborn to bring food to the defendant. That same evening              
a coworker briefly chatted with the defendant as he saw the defendant driving the wife’s               
car with the grandson in the back seat away from Welborn Forest Products. At 9:00 pm                
that night, about an hour and a half away in Birmingham, the bodies of Broadnax’s wife                
and her grandson were found in the trunk of a car. They had been beaten to death. 
  
At 10:45pm, a security guard back at Welborn, where Broadnax worked, was trying to              
lock up for the night when he unexpectedly encountered Broadnax in the building. The              

 



security guard told Broadnax to leave, and Broadnax called the work release van to pick               
him up and take him back to the center. The security guard’s wife testified that she’d                
seen Broadnax get out of an unknown tan truck and go into the building while her                
husband was inside locking up. 
  
The next day, one resident of the work release center found a work uniform under his                
bunk, and another found a pair of boots under his. They were turned over and had                
marks showing they belonged to the defendant. DNA from blood stains found on the              
uniform matched both Broadnax’s wife and her grandson. 
  
Now at trial, Broadnax’s defense counsel presented an alibi defense, “arguing that            
Broadnax telephoned his brother around 9:00 p.m. on April 25, 1996,” from the             
breakroom of Welborn, which would have made it hard or impossible for him to have               
dropped the bodies off in Birmingham where they were found. This alibi defense was              
hindered though, by the fact that phone records did not show a call being made at that                 
time, though defense counsel tried to spin it by saying what Broadnax had meant was               
that he was trying to call his brother at 9pm, not that he’d actually succeeded in                
connecting a call. 
  
Thereafter at a 2005 hearing on Broadnax's first amended petition, Broadnax’s defense            
counsel testified at length about their extensive efforts to investigate and corroborate            
Broadnax’s story. Broadnax had told both police and his defense counsel that he'd been              
at Welborn Forest Products all evening, and was there at about 9 when he made that                
phone call to his brother. The defense counsel had investigated extensively but could             
never prove the phone call happened. 
  
Three years later, Broadnax filed his second amended petition, and raised an entirely             
new claim he’d never raised before. This time, he argued he’d actually been at the work                
release center all evening, and his trial counsel had been ineffective for not investigating              
the work release center to find alibi evidence. 
  
Unsurprisingly, the Alabama court rejected this claim. Here’s what the court held: 
  

“This claim is based on an alibi defense that directly contradicts the alibi defense              
presented at Broadnax’s trial. In his statements to police, in his statements to his              
trial attorneys, and at trial, Broadnax claimed that he was at Welborn, not at the               
work-release facility, until about 10:45 p.m. the night of the murders. Indeed, from             
all that appears, Broadnax continued claiming to have been at Welborn that night             
for many years after his convictions and sentence. Even in both his original             

 



petition, filed in 2003, and his first amended petition, filed in 2004, Broadnax             
continued in his assertion that he was at Welborn the night of the murders. It was                
not until 2008, 12 years after the crime, and after this Court had reversed the               
judgment denying his first amended petition and Broadnax had obtained new Rule            
32 counsel to represent him, that Broadnax suddenly changed his story regarding            
his whereabouts the night of the murders and asserted that he was not at Welborn,               
as he had alleged for 12 years, but was at the Alexander City work-release facility               
at 9:00 p.m. the night of the murders. Although we review this claim under the               
same principles of law as any other ineffective-assistance-of-counsel claim, we do           
so with caution, keeping in mind that it is based entirely on a newfound defense.” 

  
[39:29] Susan Simpson: And here’s the key point with Broadnax, as it applies to              
Adnan’s case: 
  

“In this case, [trial counsel] had [no] reason whatsoever to think that an             
investigation into the possibility that Broadnax was somewhere other than Welborn           
at 9:00 p.m. the night of the murders was necessary. Broadnax told the police, and               
both [trial counsels] that he was at Welborn at 9:00 p.m. the night of the murders,                
not at the work-release facility. ‘Trial counsel's performance cannot be deemed           
ineffective for failing to locate alibi witnesses whose existence was not brought to             
his attention.’”  

  
[39:58] Susan Simpson: It’s also worth noting that not only did Broadnax never tell his               
defense counsel about any possible alibi at the work release center, Broadnax also             
failed to show at this hearing on his second amended petition that any such work               
release center alibi actually existed: 
  

“Broadnax failed to prove that he was at the work-release facility at 9:00 p.m. the               
night of the murders. Despite Broadnax's attempts in his brief on appeal to             
characterize the testimony of the “witnesses at the Rule 32 hearing” as “indicating             
that Mr. Broadnax was at the Alexander City Work Release Center at a time which               
would have made it impossible for him to have committed a murder in             
Birmingham”, none of the testimony presented by those witnesses, indicated that           
anyone saw Broadnax at the work-release facility at 9:00 p.m. on that night.” 
  

[40:38] Susan Simpson: Although Broadnax did have a few witnesses who could place             
him at the work release facility at 11:30 p.m. or later the night of the murder, Broadnax’s                 
first alibi had him returning to the center by around that time already, so those witnesses                
didn’t really show anything new. 

 



  
Let's break that down a bit. In Broadnax, 
  

1. Before trial, the defendant told both police and his defense counsel that he was               
at his jobsite all evening on the night of the murder. He was at Welcorn. 
2. At trial, the defense counsel argued that Broadnax had an alibi, and had been               
at the jobsite all night the night of the murder, where he’d made a phone call, or                 
tried to make a phone call, at about 9pm 
3. After his conviction, the defendant had two post-conviction hearings in which he             
continued to claim his alibi was being at his jobsite that night. 
4. At the second post-conviction hearing, trial counsel testified about their           
extensive efforts to investigate the defendant's alibi and how the defense argued at             
trial that he had been at Welborn, at his job site, the night of the murder.  
5. Then, 12 years after the murders, the defendant claimed that he had not been               
at Welborn that night. In fact, he had been at the work release facility. He then                
claimed his defense counsel had been ineffective for never investigating this alibi.            
The defendant acknowledged, however, that defense counsel had never been          
informed of this possible alibi. 
6. Additionally at his third post-conviction hearing, on this new alibi defense, the             
defendant did not attempt to call his trial counsel again, so they were never on the                
stand and asked about this new alibi, or asked if they would have investigated it, or                
anything about it. So there is no evidence from the trial counsel about how they               
would have handled this new sudden alibi that appears 12 years after the fact. 
7. And, finally, the defendant did not produce any eyewitnesses who could actually             
support the new alibi claim, so he did not show that there was any case to be                 
made that there had in fact been an alibi that could be raised about him being at                 
the work release facility at the time of the murders. 

  
Yeah, none of that sounds like Adnan’s case at all, and yet this is the first case Justice                  
Graeff cites in her dissent and presents as evidence or supporting case law that              
Gutierrez was not required to contact Asia McClain. She spends almost 3 pages of her               
dissent discussing it, which is longer than any other case she discusses, which kind of               
suggests she finds this the one most persuasive. And yet it involves a situation that               
seems extreme by any measure and certainly is not analogous to a case where, from               
the start, there was an alibi witness available that the defense counsel knew about,              
failed to contact, and that the defense was able to prove at the PCR hearing would have                 
been effective had she been called.  
 
 

 



[42:58: Rabia Chaudry:  
Susan, can I ask you, in the dissent, did she make any, did she draw any facts                 
out from Adnan’s case to say ‘This is why it is similar’?  
 
Susan Simpson: 
No. That is not part of the dissent...yeah 
 
Rabia Chaudry: 
Right. Because you kind of can’t , right? I guess, you know... 
 
Susan Simpson: 
Not to these facts, that’s for sure. 

  
[44:39] Susan Simpson: And that brings us to  the second case. 
 
Rabia Chaudry: The second case Graeff cites is Commonwealth v. Rainey, a 2007             
case from Pennsylvania. In her dissent, Graeff writes, “Rainey argued that he was             
denied effective assistance of counsel because he made counsel aware of five alibi             
witnesses, who would have testified that the defendant was at their house on the night               
of the murder and did not leave, but counsel failed to reasonably ‘investigate, develop,              
and present’ these witnesses.’” Judge Graeff cites the case for the proposition that,             
“because pursuing Rainey’s purported alibi evidence would have contradicted the          
defense strategy and opened the door to the State admitting into evidence Rainey’s             
statement to the police, counsel was not ineffective for failing to present the witnesses.” 
  
Of the cases Judge Graeff cites, Rainey is probably the closest to Adnan's case. But               
there are some significant factual differences. For example, in Rainey, the defendant            
had confessed to police upon his arrest, telling them that he’d been present at the               
robbery and murder, but that he hadn’t been the triggerman. 
  
Rainey had also told his counsel that he had an alibi, in the form of a woman named                  
Ruth Weary and her four children, who Rainey claimed would’ve said he was with them               
at their house all evening on the night of the murder. His counsel did not investigate this                 
alibi and did not present an alibi defense at trial, but she had a very specific reason for                  
doing so: Rainey’s confession. 
  
 
 
 

 



As described in the Pennsylvania court’s opinion, 
 

“At trial, counsel unsuccessfully moved to suppress [defendant's confession].         
Although the Commonwealth ultimately did not introduce the statement in its           
case-in-chief, it is reasonable to assume that it would have introduced the            
statement in rebuttal to Appellant's attempt to establish an alibi. Counsel was not             
ineffective for declining to open the door for Appellant’s statement to police.” 

  
In other words, had an alibi defense been made, this would have allowed the confession               
evidence to come in. 
  
In his post-conviction proceeding, Rainey called his trial counsel to the stand. She             
testified that although Rainey “mentioned the possibility of presenting alibi witnesses,”           
she did not pursue an alibi defense, because Rainey “had never in my discussions              
persuaded me that he had witnesses, reliable witnesses to alibi.” 
  
Rainey argued that this did not excuse trial counsel’s failure to investigate those             
witnesses, because “while the decision not to investigate and present alibi witnesses            
may have been strategic, it was not reasonable.” But the Pennsylvania court rejected             
this conclusion, finding that, “To show ineffectiveness for not presenting alibi evidence,            
Appellant must establish that counsel could have no reasonable basis for his act or              
omission. A reasonable basis for not introducing this purported alibi evidence is readily             
apparent from the record.” That reason was the confession, and its admissibility should             
an alibi defense be raised. 
 
The court also found that: 
 

“Counsel pursued a trial strategy of conceding Appellant's involvement in the           
crime but arguing that the facts of the case did not demonstrate first-degree             
murder. Appellant's purported alibi evidence would have contradicted this         
defense strategy, which was reasonable given the testimony of [accomplices          
Kevin] Lewis and [Alvin “Eyeball”] Morgan.”  

  
So, although this case is the most similar to Adnan’s, it differs in some pretty critical                
ways: 
  

● First, the alibi witnesses did not testify at the post-conviction proceeding and            
there was no record as to the strength or credibility of that potential alibi defense,               
and 

 



● Second, there was a clear strategic basis for the defense counsel’s decision, in             
that it kept out the confession and allowed the defense to argue for reduced              
culpability in the murder in the fact of strong evidence of guilt, and the              
reasonableness of defense counsel’s decision to take this strategic route was           
‘readily apparent’ 

  
And although the court framed its decision in a way that states it found defense counsel                
was not ineffective for failing to investigate the alibi witnesses, the actual result seems              
in line with case law from other jurisdictions which, on similar facts, would have found               
that there was no prejudice to the defendant because of the failure to investigate. 
  
Indeed, later Pennsylvania cases have cited Rainey as if it had been decided on those               
grounds. As the Pennsylvania Supreme Court held in 2008 in Commonwealth v. Wright: 
  

“When it is clear the party asserting an ineffectiveness claim has failed to meet              
the prejudice prong of the ineffectiveness test, the claim may be dismissed on             
that basis alone, without a determination of whether the first two prongs have             
been met. Commonwealth v. Rainey, 928 A.2d 215, 224-25 (Pa. 2007) (citation            
omitted).” 

  
The Pennsylvania Supreme Court cited Rainey for this proposition, suggesting Rainey           
should be understood as a case in which examination of the reasonableness of defense              
counsel’s actions need not be examined, because no prejudice could have been caused             
to the defendant as a result. 
  
[49:06] Susan Simpson: The third case cited by Judge Graeff to support her decision              
that contacting alibi witnesses was not required by defense counsel is Weeks v.             
Senkowski, a 2003 case out of the Eastern District of New York. According to Graeff’s               
dissent, “Weeks alleged that he provided trial counsel with alibi witnesses who would             
testify that he was drinking with them on the day of the murder. Weeks asserted that he                 
was denied the effective assistance of counsel because trial counsel refused to            
interview these witnesses.” The court rejected this argument, finding that this was a             
“sound strategic choice,” not “ineffective assistance of counsel,” where the witnesses           
had been “convicted of having participated in the same murders for which [Weeks] was              
being tried.” Id. at 341." 
  
The alibi issue in Weeks is treated almost as summarily as it is in Judge Graeff’s                
dissent, and that’s because the court in Weeks found that the alibi claim was              
procedurally barred. That means that the Weeks court didn’t really even need to             

 



address the alibi issue and was only touching upon in it dicta, which is not legally                
binding. 
 
But, even from the court’s brief discussion of the alibi issue, it’s clear that the Weeks                
case has little in common with the post-conviction proceeding in Adnan’s case. In             
Weeks, there appears to have been no actual evidence that the trial counsel had ever               
been informed of the existence of the 7 alleged alibi witnesses beyond the defendant’s              
own statements to that effect. Of those 7 alleged witnesses, the defendant failed to              
produce an affidavit for 6 of them, as was required under rules similar to those in effect                 
in Maryland. And although the 7th witness did give an affidavit describing an alibi, it was                
clear from the record why trial counsel, even presuming he was aware of the possible               
alibi, would not have raised an alibi defense. 
  
[50:40] Susan Simpson: As the EDNY decision held:  
  

“Among the seven alibi witnesses petitioner lists, three were convicted of having            
participated in the same murders for which petitioner was being tried. One had             
already been convicted, one was on trial with petitioner, and one was dead. Trial              
counsel was not ineffective for failing to pursue a trial strategy in which petitioner              
defense would be that he was with the other murderers drinking in a different              
location; to do so would require petitioner to, in essence, disprove the state's             
ironclad case against the other defendants. Instead, counsel reasonably         
channeled his efforts toward suggesting to the jury that petitioner was not at the              
crime scene where his co-defendant and the other defendants were committing           
this heinous crime. In addition, petitioner's failure to provide affidavits from the            
other three potential alibi witnesses suggests that their testimony would differ from            
petitioner’s claims.” 

  
[51:27] Susan Simpson: Like the case in Rainey, from Pennsylvania Weeks uses            
language suggesting trial counsel was not unreasonable for failing to investigate a            
potential alibi witness. But like Rainey, the actual decision appears premised on the lack              
of prejudice to the defense. There was no harm to the defendant in Weeks, because               
this alibi would have been far more inculpatory than exculpatory. 
  
Rabia Chaudry: The fourth and final case Graeff’s dissent relies on in rejecting in the               
majority finding’s claim that Gutierrez was ineffective is Weaver v. Montana, a case from              
the Montana Supreme Court from 2005. In that case, the defendant, while in prison in               
Georgia, had a cellmate who contacted Montana authorities and claimed Weaver had            

 



confessed to a murder that had taken place back in Missoula, Montana. He was              
transported back to Montana and prosecuted for the murder. 
  
And in Weaver, the defendant had, at least at the outset, some significant exculpatory              
evidence available to him.  
 
[52:20] Susan Simpson: In Weaver, the state’s theory was that murder had occurred             
on October 9th, and in fact the gun that the state claimed had been used in the murder                  
had been pawned off on October 11th. But, when they got the report back from the                
State’s expert in entomology, in bug evidence, essentially, they found out that,            
according to the expert named Catts, the victim had died on October 13th or later. That                
is, several days after the State’s theory has the murder taking place. This, obviously, is               
a problem for the state’s case. However just a day before trial started, the defense and                
state learned that the expert had died 8 months previously. Only, the news hadn’t gotten               
to them. There was a new expert, in fact, someone who had been trained by the old                 
expert, however this new expert had a different theory, one that was much more in line                
with the state’s case, based on the size of the maggots that were found at the crime                 
scene. However, due to the delay in finding out about the new expert, his testimony               
would not be admissible on its own. The court did rule, however, that the state or the                 
defense could use the new expert as foundation to admit the old expert’s report at trial.                
However, at the trial, the Catts report did not come in, evidence that an expert had                
concluded the murder took place after the State’s theory would have it required it had               
taken place, was not admitted for what the court found to be strategic reasons.              
“[Defense counsel] recognized that allowing [the new expert] to serve as a foundation             
witness for the Catts report placed the defendant at risk of the State later using Haskell                
as a potential rebuttal witness who would contradict the Catts report regarding [the             
victim’s] time of death. The defense counsel elected not to offer the Catts report as               
evidence and the new expert did not testify.” 
 
[54:06] Colin Miller: In Weaver, the defense counsel conducted no investigation of her             
own into the murder. Although she “received police reports and taped interviews            
demonstrating the existence of potential alibi witnesses, other suspects, and persons           
who allegedly heard confessions,” she made no effort to speak to the witnesses herself,              
aside from two witness from the jail in Georgia that she called to impeach the informant. 
 
The defense counsel’s strategy was instead to get all this evidence of alibis and other               
suspects and other confessions in through cross examining the police investigator,           
rather than to interview or call the witnesses herself. At the post conviction hearing, she               

 



testified that this was because she “knew what kind of witnesses they were going to be,                
and [she] knew they weren't going to take the stand and confess to killing [the victim].” 
 
But here’s the big problem with Weaver’s claims, and the reason he lost in appeal:               
Weaver was alleging ineffective assistance of trial counsel to investigate potential           
defense witnesses but his post-conviction counsel also never investigated those          
witnesses, meaning we have no idea what any of those witnesses would actually have              
said, had they been questioned. 
  
According to the Montana court noted, 
  

"Weaver had the opportunity through the post-conviction hearing to present any           
such facts and he and his post-conviction counsel failed to do so. As a result, we                
conclude that Weaver failed to carry his burden of establishing that the defense             
counsel's failure to interview potential witnesses constituted ineffective assistance         
of counsel to the extent that it resulted in prejudice to him[.]” 
  

So the case in Weaver would be like if in Adnan’s case, Asia had never given her                 
affidavit to Rabia, and also Justin Brown had himself never even attempted to contact              
Asia, and also no one had any idea what Asia would actually have said if she were                 
questioned.  
  
Which means that Weaver lost because he failed to actually identify any facts that the               
uninvestigated witnesses could have brought to the jury's attention that was not already             
before the jury through other witnesses. It’s really hard to see how that is analogous to                
Adnan’s case, where the witness in question appeared at the PCR hearing to explain              
exactly what she could have brought to the jury’s attention. 
 
But although the Montana court denied the appeal due to this lack of evidence, it seems                
not all the justices were comfortable with this result, and it was a highly fragmented               
decision, with a concurrence and two dissenting opinions. Both the dissents pointed out             
what may be the most troubling fact of Weaver’s case: had the State’s expert witness               
been alive at the time of Weaver’s trial, he very likely would’ve been a free man.  
 
And one dissent also addressed the issue relevant to Adnan’s case: the failure to              
interview witnesses. The effect of the Montana Supreme Court’s decision, he noted,            
was to continue the Catch 22 that Weaver had been caught up in: the court was                
concluding that the trial counsel’s decision not to investigate was permissible because            
the post-conviction counsel had also chosen not to investigate. 

 



 
Therefore, according to Justice Nelson, the defendant “can’t win for losing. Both counsel             
failed to render effective assistance.”  
 
[56:37] Susan Simpson: Of all the cases that Judge Graeff cited in support of her               
decision that it was not ineffective for Gutierrez to fail to question Asia McClain, Weaver               
is the the one I find the most factually interesting and the most troubling. But at least in                  
Montana, unlike how it has now been cited by Judge Graeff in Maryland, Weaver has               
not been cited to argue that there is no need for defense counsel to investigate an alibi                 
witness that has been put forth to them. 
 
Instead, as one citing decision held, citing Weaver: 
  

“Defense counsel’s duty is to make reasonable investigations or make a           
reasonable decision that further investigation is unnecessary. When defense         
counsel is accused of failing to investigate adequately, the focus is on whether the              
information obtained from such an investigation would have produced a different           
result.” 

  
“Claims asserted in petitions for postconviction relief must be based upon specific            
facts and not mere conjecture. [The defendant] must show "what information would            
have been obtained from the interviews and whether such information would have            
produced a different result." [The defendant in this case] provides no specifics            
about what information would have been obtained, if it would have been            
admissible, or that the missing interviews prejudiced him in the outcome of the             
proceedings. [This defendant] has failed to sustain the burden of proof to make a              
prima facie showing that he is entitled to relief regarding counsel's decision not to              
interview specific witnesses.” [Cudd] 
  

And in fact, this decision here applies not just to Weaver, but also in Weeks, and                
Rainey, and Broadnax, to all four cases that Judge Graeff cited and relied on. In those                
cases, the central issue before the appellate courts was that the defendants before             
them had failed to produce evidence at the trial court hearing of what their trial counsel                
might have discovered had the trial counsel actually investigated or talked to witnesses.             
And without evidence of what an investigation might have shown, none of those             
defendants could show prejudice -- that is, harm that was caused to their case as a                
result of the failure of trial counsel to investigate. 
 

 



And that’s not at all the situation here, in Adnan’s case, something Graeff’s dissent              
doesn’t acknowledge or recognize. According to Judge Graeff, "trial counsel knew the            
gist of Ms. McClain’s alibi," and to Judge Graeff that by itself was good enough for                
Gutierrez to make a decision about whether to look into it further. 
 
But it wasn’t good enough. The major point of the whole PCR hearing before the trial                
court was to produce evidence that such a snap decision, if made by Gutierrez,              
would've been wrong and resulted in a substantially diminished defense for Adnan. Yes,             
Gutierrez theoretically knew "the gist" of Asia's testimony, but that gist gave her no              
sufficient way of evaluating whether or not Asia would be a good defense witness. And               
the PCR hearing showed that, had Gutierrez talked to Asia, she would've seen what we               
all saw at the PCR hearing, and what the defense expert Irving concluded: Yes, Asia               
would've been a fantastic witness. But Justice Graeff's decision effectively would hold            
that a defense counsel can make a snap judgment, based on incomplete and possibly              
ambiguous information, and decide that a defense witness probably isn't worth the            
bother, and that's sufficient for them to decline to investigate, even in a case like in this                 
one, where it turned out, at the PCR hearing, that that witness would've in fact been a                 
strong and credible witness for the defense, and provided exculpatory evidence that the             
jury would not have otherwise heard. 
 
Colin Miller: Luckily for Adnan though, Judge Graeff's dissent is in fact a dissent, and               
not the holding of the Court of Special Appeals. And the majority's opinion does              
concisely but effectively dismiss the dissent's conclusions. 
  
In one footnote, the majority writes: 
  

"the dissent disagrees that trial counsel had a duty to make some effort to              
contact McClain to ascertain whether her testimony would aid Syed’s defense.           
The dissent then argues that in Strickland “the Supreme Court has rejected a             
bright line rule with respect to ineffective assistance of counsel claims." 
 

 Colin Miller: And then, in another footnote the majority notes: 
 

"The dissent misconstrues the analytical paradigm that we have just set forth. In             
sum, the first step in the paradigm is to determine whether the duty arose for               
defense counsel to investigate a potential alibi witness. If, and only if, such duty              
arose and defense counsel failed to make any effort to contact the alibi witness,              
we move to the second step of the paradigm and determine whether defense             
counsel’s failure was deficient performance under the objective standard of a           

 



reasonably competent attorney acting under prevailing norms. Nowhere do we          
say, or imply, that there is “a bright line rule with respect to ineffective assistance               
of counsel claims.”" 
 

[1:00:41] Colin Miller: So what the majority is arguing is that Justice Graeff has              
conflated two steps into one. What the majority instead holds is standard black letter              
law: that, ONE, where there is a duty to contact an alibi witness and the trial counsel                 
has failed to do so, then TWO, the court looks at whether this failure was deficient                
performance. To break that down, the majority held that the question of whether there              
was a duty to contact a defense witness is the step before you look into whether their                 
performance was deficient. 
 
And finally, in another footnote, the majority notes the following: 

 
“The dissent argues at length that trial counsel’s strategy at trial was reasonable,             
and thus there was no deficient performance. The issue raised in the deficiency             
prong of the Strickland test in the instant case is not whether the apparent              
defense strategy adopted by trial counsel fell below the objective standard of a             
reasonably competent attorney acting under prevailing norms. Rather, the issue          
presented is whether trial counsel’s failure to make any effort to contact McClain             
as a potential alibi witness fell below such standard.” 

  
Colin Miller: So in other words, the majority and the dissent are approaching this from               
different angles. Whereas while Judge Graeff tries to look at it from a perspective of               
reasonable trial strategy and work back from that to determine if it was ineffective to fail                
to contact Asia McClain, the majority frames the issue as this: Adnan presented his              
defense attorney with a credible alibi witness and an easy way to contact her, and the                
majority as a result was able to conclude that the failure to make any effort to contact                 
this alibi witness was ineffective assistance of counsel.  
 
[1:02:14] Rabia Chaudry: Now a lot of folks have asked me about how the news was                 

broken to Adnan and his family, how they’re doing, how they’re feeling about all of this,                
and it just so happened that Adnan gave Justin Brown, his attorney, a call about half an                 
hour before the opinion dropped, and Justin said hey, you might want to call me back a                 
little bit later, because I’m going to have some news for you. It was a long 30-40                 
minutes for Adnan before he could call back, and of course when he got the news he                 
was thrilled. When I got the news I was thrilled. I called his mother immediately and we                 
spent a good five minutes just kind of crying to each other on the phone. Later that                 
evening, Adnan also called me and by then the tears had dried up and when I picked                 

 



up, well, we both just started laughing. Of course, this fight is not over. And also, I know                  
our listeners have a ton more questions about exactly what all of this means, I mean,                
we’ve broken down the legalities of this opinion, but you may be asking, what does that                
mean in the real world? What are the next steps? Well we’re going to get to that. But                  
first of all I want to ask you guys for your support in one more way. And I’ve asked this                    
before, but it’s been a while since I’ve made this pitch. That’s because we did a good                 
job fundraising for Adnan a couple of years ago, we raised about $225,000. But I have                
to tell you, we have paid almost $200,000 of that in legal fees in the last couple of years.                   
And so we are re-launching the fundraising campaign for Adnan’s legal fees. If you              
would like to contribute, no amount is too small. We have at least another year, if not                 
two to three years of battles ahead of us, and yes, we’re gonna have legal fees. So if                  
you can donate, it would be much appreciated by me, by Adnan, his family. You can go                 
to Launchgood.com/freeadnan. Once again, the website is Launchgood.com/freeadnan.        
And don’t be fooled again by the amount you see there on the website, because much                
of that, most of that has already been paid in legal fees and that’s the amount we’ve                 
raised, really, a couple of years ago. Once again, thank you guys for your support. And I                 
know all of you, our listeners, are following this story so closely and you’ve got a lot of                  
questions, and well, I know that because our producer Mital Telhan has been collecting              
those questions! Well we’re gonna be back next week with a special bonus episode, a               
second bonus episode, in which we’re going to address all your listener questions. But              
also we’re going to talk about next steps. What is gonna happen? What does this               
mean? What can the state do? What do we expect? Can Adnan get bail? I mean there’s                 
a lot a lot of balls that are up in the air, so we’re going to sit down and answer all those                      
questions and we’re going to work through scenarios that are possible next for Adnan.              
Next time, on Undisclosed.  
 
[1:05:06] Colin Miller: Thanks so much for listening to this special episode of             
Undisclosed. I’d like to thank the following people for today’s episode. Hannah            
McCarthy, for audio production. Christie Williams and Nina Musser for website           
management. Baluki for our logo. Patrick Cortez and Ramiro Marquez for theme music,             
and Mital Telhan, our executive producer. As always, you can follow us on Twitter,              
Facebook, and Instagram by using the handle @Undisclosedpod.  
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